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Abstract
Further applications and new developments of the
Fracture Thermodynamics formalism presented
FRAMCOS-2 (Zurich, 1995) for the study of the
Me:cmmH:;s of concrete seen as a microcracked viscoelastic ,. .,. ,.. . . . . . . . ,..,.., .....,,.
presented by taking account of the effects of the .::>v.1.....u.J.Jl.l...,,.. "'...v'.1..1.
to hydration. The forms of
energy release rate tensors are . . ,. _, ,. . . . . . . . . .
from an appropriate expression of the viscoelastic "'v.......... v.11."-'.u..1.v.1.JL!.U.ll
terms of the overall shrinkage and creep functions.
problem of bounding the overall properties and elaborating ., . . . . . . . . . . . .;:;.
for size-effects are discussed.
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1
Mastering the interactions between viscoelastic effects
damaging effects is an important
trying to assess
showed in
durability of concrete structures.
(1996)
Dissipative Continuum Thermodynamics
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form, generalized governing equations and criteria for the crack-growth
process that are not limited to the linear elastic case, and thus are well
adapted to the study of such interactions. In particular, dissipative and
possibly nonlinear mechanisms exhibited by viscoelasticity, climatic
changes, chemical aging and the granular composite nature of concrete
were shown to be automatically incorporated in the obtained formalism
through the use of appropriate internal variables. As a first step, a set of
crack-growth criteria were derived in Huet (1996) for the viscoelastic case
without aging by using a pseudo-convolutive formalism. This was
applied to the assessment and bounding of the overall properties of
viscoelastic heterogeneous bodies with damage, and their evaluation in
terms of the properties of the constituents in Huet (1997a), with, in Huet
(1998a), extension to a general - but unspecified - class of materials with
aging. In this paper we apply the results to the class of viscoelastic
behaviour with aging based on Bazant's solidification theory, which
makes possible to express the Thermodynamic functions in terms of the
experimental creep function as recently proposed in Bazant and Huet
(1997).
2 Dissipative Fracture Thermodynamics and Governing Equations
We consider a body D0 in quasistatic conditions with negligible volume
forces. For each value t of time, x is the coordinates vector of a material
point, i; its displacement,

1f =

dl/f is the time derivative of any quantity
dt

vr which may depend on other variables, (.)the once contracted tensor
product; U the total internal energy of the body, P the density of the
external surface tractions. We consider the monothermal cases for which
the temperature is uniform with value T0 on the external boundary aD0 of
the whole body and for which we introduced the global free energy <I>s
and the negative <I>a of the free enthalpy - or of the Gibbs free energy - of
the body as:
(2.1)

In Huet (1995, 1996, 1997), the derivations were mainly based on the
potential energy 'Ps. Here, we make use equivalently of the overall
complementary energy 'Pa for which, for a dissipative material of any
kind, we give the same definition as in the elastic case:
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From this, the overall dissipation
in quasi-static ~~··A~-·~A~,A·~
constant or negligible volume force density pd
temperature T0 is obtained from the universal energy and ~AA~·
equations as:
UH

= p• (J -

f()D g. p'd d I + J()D
oa

o~

p. ~'d d I,?:. 0

which appear the rates
the tractions pd and displacement
boundary, respectively.
imposed on the parts aDoa and iJD0 ~ of
other hand, in the micromechanical approach using various
materials science and microscopic observations providing . . . . . . "". . . . . . . . . . . .""......,
microscopic origin for <I>s and <I>a,
and D* can be written in ...,,.,.~_._..... .,. u.
as:

) a·k
, ....

+ D*

,q;H

-J

q={ Adi,T0 ,a",{zj(x,t)},{131(x,t)}} is the set of involved

including a finite set of loading parameters Adi(t), the eon'~""r..''",..h ...,,,..
temperature T0 (t), local advancement degrees x of physical or . . . . . . ..,. . . . . . ..,. . . .
reactions at each point of D0 , crack
geometry parameters
possible local internal variables
corresponding
viscoplastic local behaviour some places, H-(q) being the
accounting for memory effects. The R~ 's are crack resistive . . ,...,...,,.,,""""
due to the positive character of
dissipation, should
rate il of the crack-growth parameter
addition to
ones. Expressing the additivity property of the dissipation, .::ou...................
performed on repeated superscripts k. As shown Huet
this results in a set of overall governing equations for the
microcracked dissipative body with constituents having behaviour
It includes a rate equation for
change of each ...... '"'"·""'·.--vu,...
tensor a":
U,.JLVJl..IL

U-1. ...... .., • ..., ...
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J'PO"
R k( ... ,a·k , ... ) - - k""- = · 0

(2.6)

Ja

which generalizes to the - possibly non-linear and time dependent dissipative case the classical Griffith criterion of the elastic case when an
extended energy release rate is defined in tensor form for any virtual
variation of the crack parameter ak as a functional of the history by:
J'J'O"

d'J't:

(2.7)

k ... ) = - k
"" - = - - k
"" G k( ... ,a,

aa

aa

This constitutes an application of the hybrid formalism in which discrete
sets of internal variables can be combined with history functionals
accounting for the delayed response effects, see Huet (1993), (1995),
(1996), (1997) for more details. In Huet (1995), we considered the
vicoelastic case without aging for bodies in any boundary conditions.
Here we particularize to the case with aging for volume elements in
uniform boundary conditions, for which the set of loading parameters Adm
reduces to a single boundary tensor G0 which is uniform but may be
function of time.

3 Apparent strain and stress in uniform boundary conditions
All materials are heterogeneous and structural analyses are performed by
using the concept of an equivalent homogeneous medium, valid under
appropriate conditions, Huet (1982). Material properties of the equivalent
homogeneous medium are determined by testing specimens of finite size,
on which the boundary displacement and traction vector only can be
measured, Huet (1984). Even in case of a homogeneous matrix, cracked
and microcracked bodies must be considered as heterogeneous ones, for
which - like for heterogeneous specimens smaller than the representative
volume (EVR), Huet (1990) - the stress and strain must be taken as the
apparent ones, defined at any time in terms of the boundary displacement
and traction vector at the same time by, respectively:
e"l'P

=

=

1
-JaD
v

sym (Pxx)dL

(3.1)

where P is the (prescribed,or not) boundary traction vector defined at any
time. Using the Gauss theorem, e"PP and ifPP may also, for impervious
interfaces, be expressed in terms of the local variables over the
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micro structure of the body as:
£app

=

<£ >+

£F

;

cf'PP

=

< (J >

where < b > is the strain volume average defined as
variable b over the solid part Ds of the body
strain due to cracking:
1

v

k

's being
individual microcracks,
solid material, for more details see Huet
static uniform boundary condition histories
CJ0 -SUBC,
a prescribed stress vector surface
the
to
whole boundary dD
= a 0 (u). n where CJ0 is a given symmetric tensor with . . . . . . .
one has cr opp= cr 0 independent
Moreover,
absence of body forces

extended Hill condition is satisfied
makes possible to write
terms of the apparent
>0

heterogeneous case.
separated
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Jl ... ,.,.... .., ...

v ......

variables and Eq. (3.6) does not hold unless the representative volume,
which gives overall properties independent of the boundary conditions, is
reached. This requires the microcracks remaining small.

4 Apparent stress-strain relationship for a microcracked viscoelastic
volume element with aging.
For a heterogeneous and microcracked viscoelastic specimen Da in a0 SUBC, the overall a 0 -apparent creep functions tensor J':ftc at constant
crack pattern is defined in the case of aging by :
(4.1)

as in the undamaged case and the external loading parameter is the tensor
a0 • At constant cracked pattern, the overall behaviour is linear and the
overall complementary energy per unit volume may be expressed as
(4.2)

where ct>~app(t) is that part of the complementary energy due to the
physico-chemical phenomena that do not depend on the stress state. In
this formula, cl>';z(t) corresponds to the external loading. In a very
general case of linear viscoelasic behaviour with aging, the latter is given
by a Frechet development in the apparent stress history up to the order
two in aging form, Huet (1993b), (1998a):

(4.3)
1
+-ft _J' _fapp(t-u ,t-v ,t):da0 (v ):da0 (u)
2 0 0
d<l>app

which gives ~ as:
aa0

(4.4)

Ir

Ir

2Jo- fapp(O,t-v ,t)da(v)+"2Jo- fapp(t-u ,O,t) ]da(u)
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and the continuation functional ~ a,:fq at constant crack

.
.
+-1 Jt _ Jt -f. app (t-u,t-v,t).da0

2

0

0

as:

(v).. d cr0 (u )

This gives the apparent creep functions tensor

Japp (t,u)

5 Extended energy release rates
material with aging
a given distribution of the cracks· or microcracks
apparent property with damage is a function of the set
tensors. In particular, one has:
+appc (
J cr
t

- u, t - v, t ) -_ J_ cropp c ( t - u, t - v, t,• aa.1 , aa.2 , aa.3 , , ... , aa.k , ... ,

From Eq. (2.7), this provides the following expression
extended
energy release rate for the k-th crack
time varying . . . ".._....._,,AJ ..__..

(u )

df appc

+!..ft
2
0

aa
Jak

(t-U ,t-V ,t):dCJo(V ):dCJo

a

which can be substituted
the quasi-static . . . A.,..,A._, ...... A
equation (2.6). For vanishing external loading stress a 0 ,
reduces to an
equation governing the development of microcracking due to the -sn~a.rr\'l
physico-chemical processes, the latter being generally accompanied by
progressive development of internal stresses due to incompatible
constant
endogenic strains.
a creep experiment, for which a 0
time after a
rapid loading with value crg
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energy release rate

G!x(t)

becomes:
(5.3)

In a two steps experiment with amplitudes
and t1 respectively, it is given by:

crg

and

cr~

applied at times t0

(5.4)

which in a creep-recovery experiment gives:

af

':ftc(t-to, t-t1,t)

d f ':ft c(t- t1,t- t0,t)

daka

• ,rT"O • lfTO
] . vo. vo

(5.5)

6 Application to solidifying viscoelastic materials
In the general expressions obtained above for E, e0 , Jappcand G!,.(t), the
multivariables kernels above cannot be directly identified from purely
mechanical experiments since the measurable variables e,Df'P and e app(t)
involve values of these kernels for which one of these time arguments is
zero, making difficult the separation of energies in the general case. Thus,
this needs still further information, that may be of microscopic origin as
provided by Integrated Micromechanics Approach, or a priori additional
0
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assumptions that have to be checked afterwards by
When the complementary energy kernel may be, for some
of material, expressed in terms of the creep function
reducing material.
key for making possible
isothermal mechanical experiments is to reduced by 1
arguments involved the kernels f
a
expressed in terms of the experimental swelling
shrinkage) ~ ;::pc(t) and experimental creep function
(1993), we presented a first possible assumption
reducing materials for the relaxation function.
particularize to a second class of reducing materials
proposed in Bazant and Huet (1997) and was
solidification theory, Carol and Bazant (1993).
physico-chemical parts of the thermodynamic
by the virtual crack-growth rates which of course is
approximation.
second class of reducing materials is ....,...,,_. . . . . . . . . """
stating that /Jappc(t1 ,t) is reduced as c.oappc(t) and fappc

where Y(t) is the Heaviside step function, equal to zero
to 1 for positive t. This gives:
fappc(t -u,t-v,t)=

and

1
2

Y(u-v)Lappc(2t

u,v)+Y(v-

since v is never larger than t

J(t,v) = fappc(O, t-v, t)

= fappc(t-v,O, t) = Lappc(t,

from which the quadratic term of

<!>':Ju, reduces to:

Jappc(2t-u, v)da(v)d<J(u) = J~
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J~

-v,

giving finally the energy release rates in the two equivalent forms:

(6.5)
+fl_ fu _
0

aJ app
c(2t - u v)
aa
'
-

0

aak
a

: da0 (v

) : dao (u)

or:

(6.6)
dlappc(2t-v, u)

t

+f 0

ftu - aa

k

aaa

: da0 (v ) : da0 (u)

It can be remarked that when a single creep function is involved in an
isostatic problem, the correspondence principle applies, and the partial
derivative affects a geometrical coefficient only. Then, Gk(t) in creep is
simply proportional to the scalar creep function. For the recovery test
considered in Section 5, Gk(t) may become negative as is the case in the
non-aging case as shown in Guidoum et al. (1998). This mean that during
the crack-growth, more energy is absorbed from the loading machine than
restituted to it by elasticity. Illustrative examples of numerical
computations of the time evolution of G(t) in the nonaging case using a
viscoelastic finite element software for the micromechanics of granular
composites developed in our laboratory by Guidoum et al. (1993) are
shown on Figures 1 and 2.
·
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Two methods have been compared: an internal one directly computing
the elastic energy from the internal variables in each element, and an
external one using the formulae we presented in FRAMCOS 2, Huet
(1995). Two kinds of finite elements were also used at the crack tips,
standard ones and quarter-point singular ones. Very good agreement has
been observed between the two methods when singular finite elements are
used, confirming the physical significance of the derived criterion and
evolution equations.
7 Bounds on overall properties
the elastic case, it was shown in Hazanov and Huet ( 1994) that the
overall properties for the mixed boundary conditions are bracketed by the
ones obtained in cr0 -SUBC on the one hand, in e0 -KUBC (kinematic
uniform boundary conditions with imposed displacement ~d = e0 .x on the
other hand, eo being a constant tensor with dimension of strain. Moreover,
two-sided hierarchies for size-effects have been obtained in Huet (1990)
for the elastic case without cracks and extended to the elastic case with
cracks in Huet (1997). This has been applied to the analysis of
heterogeneous elastic structures by Ostoja-Starzewski (1993), (1994) using two-sided bounds - and by Zohdi et al. (1996), using domain
decomposition methods. The bounds and hierarchies obtained in Huet
(1990), Hazanov and Huet (1994) have been verified by numerical
experiments on numerical models of granular composites in Guidoum
(1994), Huet et al. (1995) both for the 2D and 3D cases. They have been
verified experimentally in Amieur et al. (1995), Hazanov and Amieur
(1995). For viscoelastic bodies, the problem is more difficult. Bounds
have been derived for the non-aging viscoelastic case without damage in
Huet (1995) and with damage in Huet (1997). The comparison with
numerical simulations in the lD, 2D and 3D case have shown good
agreement despite the fact that further consideration has shown the
derivation still needs improvements. Moreover, the obtained bounds
appear as very good approximation, confirming the observations made
long ago by Schapery (1974). Another formulation, which applies to the
case studied here, has been given in Huet (1998b) for the case with aging.
In all cases, the derivation makes use of associated elastic or thermoelastic
problems to which classical minimum theorems of elasticity apply. When
they give bounds for the viscoelastic problems, the hierarchies obtained in
Huet (1990) apply to the viscoelastic solution.
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